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RAMLI SARIP ANNOUNCES LINEUP FOR THE “TAFSIRAN ALAM: WISDOM OF
NATURE” CONCERTS
Proceeds to go to Yayasan Kemanusiaan Muslim Aid Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur, Wednesday 21 April 2010 – Ramli Sarip today announced the line‐up
for his forthcoming “Tafsiran Alam: Wisdom of Nature” concerts. Marking his solo debut
at the country’s premier concert hall, Dewan Filharmonik PETRONAS, the two concerts
are set for Monday 10 and Tuesday 11 May 2010.
The concerts will feature Ramli offering an overview of his music spanning more than
four decades. He will showcase the incredible diversity of his work as a songwriter,
singer, arranger and producer, from the best‐loved hits with Sweet Charity, through the
years as Papa Rock and his recent forays into world music. His new material will burnish
his reputation for innovation.
Ramli has chosen to work with some of the finest Malaysian and Singaporean musicians
for these two special concerts. His musical director will be the legendary composer and
arranger, Eddie Marzuki. He will lead a stellar 17‐piece band that includes Man Kidal
and Mohd Rafi (guitars), Din Safari (bass), Tom Anuar (drums), Kudin (keyboards) and
features a string sextet.
At the same time, Ramli has identified two guest artists to support his shows. On
Monday 10 May, Andre Goh – the veteran pioneer of Malay music – will make an
appearance. On Tuesday 11 May, Misha Omar – the talented young soul and R&B singer
– will be on stage.
The presenter and producer – Impress Creative and Editorial and Rasamusic – are
pleased to announce that they have made an arrangement to donate proceeds from the

concerts to support the work of Yayasan Kemanusiaan Muslim Aid Malaysia, who
appointed Ramli as its ambassador in January 2010. These funds will contribute to vital
international charitable and humanitarian work.
Ticket sales for both concerts have been strong since they went on sale to the general
public and the DFP’s box office has already been inundated by a huge demand from
Ramli’s legion of fans.
The Tafsiran Alam concerts promise to be a breathtaking celebration of this
extraordinary artist’s long career and reflection of his life philosophy. It will be one of
the highlights of this year’s cultural calendar.
Tickets, priced RM180, RM150, RM120 and RM80, are available from Dewan
Filharmonik PETRONAS box office on 03 2051 7007 and online at dfp.com.my
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